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Welcome to topic number 
106…  Today, Master Doyle 

and I will discuss the sport of 
rugby…



The game of rugby will be 
referenced in three different cases 

in the Canon: “The Three 
Students,” “The Sussex Vampire,” 
and “The Missing Three-Quarter.” 



While all three will involve the 
game played during college or 
university, by the mid-1800s, 

men who play in school will 
form clubs to continue it as a 

regular sport. 



It will be argued while I might not have 
recognized or understood the importance of the 
disappearance of Godfrey Staunton (Cambridge’s 
three-quarter), Watson will have surely been 

aware of Cyril Overton’s reputation, belying his 
own assertions of his exploits on the pitch. 



The rise of rugby from a school-yard 
game to a national and then 

international sport in only a few years 
will indicate the country’s enthusiasm 

for this competitive event.



Games involving some sort of 
“ball” trace back as far as 5000 
BC in China and were played in 
England from at least 700 AD. 



Early English versions of “football” were 
considered so violent (often resulting in 

death or injury) they were outlawed first 
by Edward III in 1331, again by King 

James I of Scotland in 1424, and a third 
time by Queen Elizabeth I in 1572. 



Such games, however, survived and 
Eton College developed a set of 

rules for a game involving kicking a 
ball with the feet in 1815. 



Not all schools, however, accepted the 
rule that players could not run with the 
ball in their hands, and by 1830, Rugby 
School (a preparatory school similar to 

Eton) allowed their teams to do just that. 



As students moved on to college and 
work, they took their game with 
them. Cambridge’s rugby club was 

formed in 1839 and by 1848, 
Cambridge Rules governed the game. 



In 1863, rugby football 
officially split from 

football/soccer when the 
Football Association was 
formed, eliminating any 
handling of the ball.



The Rugby Football Union (RFU), which will 
be created in 1871, will codify the rules to 

produce a more organized sport with 
players specializing in different positions. 
The RFU will consist of 21 clubs, including 

Watson’s former club of Blackheath.



In 1875, the number of players will be
reduced to fifteen and will remain constant 

from then on. By the 21st century, the 
International Rugby Board (IRB) will define the 

names, positions, and numbers worn by the 
players with eight forwards and seven backs. 



In the 1880s, Cambridge and Oxford will be 
instrumental in developing the game’s strategy and 

plays. These efforts will result in the need to 
create a position among the backs that was 

between the half (front line of the backs) and the 
full back (rear of the backs)—the three quarter. 



When Cyril Overton describes Godfrey 
Staunton’s ability for “passing, tackling, … [and] 
dribbling,” he will be identifying some of the 
very skills Cambridge will have developed in 

their players and for that position.



Teams can score in one of four ways. 
A “try,” worth 5 points, is similar to 
American football’s touchdown and 

involves touching the ball down in the 
opponent’s “try zone” (end zone). 



Following a try, the team will attempt a 
“conversion” (2 points) with a kick. 

Following a penalty, the offended team 
can “kick for points” for 3 points. 



Three points can also be scored by 
dropping the ball during live play and 
kicking it through the goal’s uprights 

when the ball bounces. Given the 
difficulty, these are rarely attempted. 



When Oxford beats Cambridge 
after Staunton’s disappearance, 
they will win by “a goal and two 

tries,” or thirteen points.



When I seek to ferret out Staunton’s location 
by following a carriage, I will be defeated in 
my first try but will attain my goal (with the 

help of a dog) in the second. In other words, I 
will make my goal in two tries.



… yes, but we’ll be 
back with another 

topic soon…

So we have completed 
topic 106 in our series… 
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